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PEAK LEARNING EXPERIENCES

• Active, interactive, collaborative 

• Deep: deeper connections, deep-
thinking

• Community

The human story remains at the 
essence of every great learning 
experience. 

- (Barber, King, and Buchanan, 2015)







George Kuh
(2008)



• Quality Assurance Mechanisms 

• Market model & the international business of 
higher education

• Narrowing focus of the objectives of 
education 



Students “come into 
play only as potential 
bearers of skills 
producing economic 
value rather than as 
human beings in their 
own right”(Barnett & 
Coate, 2005).



“The ultimate 
objective of 
education is to find 
people a job.”

(Sebastian Thrun, 
2016)



Kuh sought to restore 
the idea of learning as 
an adventure in 
discernment and self-
actualization within a 
deeply relational social 
social context.

(Campbell, 2016) 



Conventional modes of instruction 
often do not support deep and 
enduring understanding of ideas and 
are even less well suited to developing 
the range of problem-solving, 
communication and interpersonal skills 
toward which moral and civic 
education (and liberal education more 
generally) aspire (p. 133).



* First-year seminars * Common intellectual experiences
* Learning communities * Writing-intensive courses
* Collaborative assignments * Undergraduate research
* Diversity/Global learning * Service Learning
* Internships * Capstone projects











• Active, interactive, collaborative 

• Deep: deeper connections, deep-
thinking

• Community
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